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the financial crisis has destroyed 
both wealth and received wisdom. 
the idea that prices are always right 

and markets self-correct is fatally chal-
lenged. even alan Greenspan admits that 
the “whole intellectual edifice” of the effi-
cient market hypothesis collapsed in the 
summer of 2008. the financial establish-
ment is in a state of deep confusion. as the 
FT’s Gillian tett put it in september’s 
Prospect: it is like “a priest who has lost 
faith in the Bible, but still has to go to 
church.” But this is not a bad thing, for it 
has opened up new ways of thinking about 
markets, institutions and the all-important 
cause of financial reform. 

unfamiliar voices have come to promi-
nence, aided by a new wave of financial 
bloggers eager to push fresh ideas. But who 
has made the most impact? Prospect assem-
bled a panel of experts to draw up a  list of 
leading “public intellectuals” of the finan-
cial crisis in 2009 and then decide on the 
most important. our criteria were simple. 
anyone who had made an impact on policy 
with their ideas, or who had changed the 
“public conversation” was a candidate. 

the panel sifted hundreds of names, 
with an unavoidable bias towards Britain 
and the us, but felt the most impor-
tant contributions had been in finan-
cial reform—those trying to work out 
what to do next. the crisis has laid a 
staggering financial burden on the 
world, with some $14 trillion 
propping up us and eu banks. 
We cannot afford another one. 
Moreover, we urgently need a new 

tion between firms “herding” and new risk 
management techniques. During 2009 he 
has been arguing for new “macro-pruden-
tial” regulation to stop what he discovered 
a decade ago. 

But there was a clear winner. He is 
simon johnson, an economist at the pres-
tigious peterson Institute in Washington, 
Dc, who has been leading the argument 
against overmighty banking. His ideas are 
well grounded in theory, but he has also 
done more than any academic to popular-
ise his case: writing articles, a must-read 
blog, and appearing tirelessly on televi-
sion. as the FT’s Martin Wolf told Prospect: 
“johnson’s significance is that he is a mem-
ber of the establishment—a former IMF 
chief economist, no less—who has empha-
sised the capture of the state by big 
finance, for the latter’s own ends. an 
expert on crises in emerging countries and 
in transition from communism, he has 
called what he has seen: crony capitalism 
at the heart of the financial system.” In 
particular johnson’s essay “the Quiet 
coup,” in the Atlantic of May 2009, is one 
of the great polemical essays of the crisis. 
Far from skulking in an ivory tower, he has 
urged citizens to the streets. 

We need an informed debate about 
making finance safer. johnson, persaud 
and turner led that debate in 2009.
Jonathan Ford is a Prospect associate editor 
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regulatory philosophy. are liquid markets 
always good? Is complexity in financial ser-
vices harmful? can finance firms stop 
“herding,” creating wild booms and busts?  

the role of the banks themselves is also 
being rethought. they have mushroomed 
in size without doing a better job—royal 
Bank of scotland’s balance sheet grew 
20-fold in the decade from 1998. some 
banks have become too big to fail and 
hence dangerous. should we return to the 
strict division between commercial and 
investment banking, as proposed by paul 
Volcker and Mervyn King? and how can 
we now rein in this super-sized financial 
system with its powerful lobby? Many of 
the surviving megabanks have pressured 
governments for a return to the status quo 
ante. they want their old economy back, 
with the implicit warning that if they don’t 
get it there will be no recovery—and politi-
cians will be blamed.

We considered all of this, and gradually 
whittled the names down to a shortlist of 
just 25 (see facing page), and then a top 
three. In reverse order, the bronze medal 
went to adair turner, chairman of Brit-
ain’s Financial services authority, who 
bravely questioned the social usefulness of 
some financial activity, and called for regu-
lators to force banks to hold more capital 

against risky trades, cutting 
their profitability. next, 

silver went to avinash 
persaud, a respected 
analyst who spotted 
nine years ago the 
dangerous interac-
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ben bernanke cerebral Federal 
reserve chairman, seen by many as 
saviour of the us economy while 
congress dithered. 

andrew haldane Bank of eng-
land director who warned of a “doom 
loop” of perpetual banking bailouts.

philip hildebrand swiss banker 
who boldly pushed cutting his coun-
try’s banks to size.

john kay Well-regarded British econo-
mist who wants a return to simple banking.

mervyn king Bank of england boss, ini-
tially wrong-footed by the crisis, but had a 
better, more aggressive 2009. 

richard koo Insider adviser to politi-
cians and banks, an expert on the lessons 
from japan, and deficit dove-in-chief.

paul krugman celebrated economist 
and author of a must-read New York Times 
essay on the failures of economics. 

christine lagarde French minister of 
economic affairs who got just the right mix 
of stick and carrot for French banks. 

donald mackenzie 
edinburgh pro-
fessor, author of 
many sharp LRB 
essays unpicking 

the anthropology 
of finance.

lucy prebble 28-year-old British 
author of Enron, the best play yet on 
irrational exuberance. 

nouriel roubini Legendarily 
gloomy, normally correct finance analyst 
whose blogs alone can move markets.  

brad setser young policy wonk, co-
blogger with simon johnson and author of 
Bailouts or Bail-ins? with roubini.

robert shiller credit-crunch us sage 
and behavioural economics pioneer. 

jon stewart Brainy american 
satirist whose Daily Show has made 
finance a laughing stock. 

joseph stiglitz nobel laure-
ate, chair of un commission on 
financial reform and harsh critic 
of finance-as-usual. 

simon johnson professor at MIt, peter-
son Institute fellow, former IMF chief 
economist, blogger, troublemaker and 
scourge of once-mighty banks—a worthy 
winner in 2009.

avinash persaud Financial liquidity 
analyst, adviser to governments around the 
world, the man who has studied “herd” 
behaviour in finance, and now the man try-
ing to stop it. 

adair turner an unusually bold regu-
lator, turner made headlines worldwide 
slamming “socially useless” finance (in 
Prospect) and suggesting a tobin tax to 
put sand in the wheels of global finance. 

matt taibbi us journalist, wrote a cele-
brated scathing attack on Goldman sachs.

paul volcker ex-Fed chair, pushing for 
splitting up investment and savings banks. 

elizabeth warren Harvard professor, 
consumer rights watchdog, leads the panel 
watching over obama’s bailout money.

martin wolf FT writer and the anglo-
sphere’s most influential finance journalist. 

paul woolley Innovative Lse thinker 
on “capital market dysfunctionality.”

yu yongding Influential economist at 
the chinese academy of social sciences.

zhou xiaochuan Bank of china head, 
architect of china’s response to the crisis. 

 
Thanks to those who helped us pick a 
list or select winners, including: Rudi 
Bogni, Diane Coyle, Will Davies, 
Meghnad Desai, John Eatwell, Chris-
topher Hird, Will Hutton, Faisal 

Islam, Stephanie Flanders, George 
Magnus, Jasper McMahon, Felix Salmon, 
Richard Sennett, Rohan Silva, Laura 
Tyson, Isabel Hilton and Graham Turner

prospect’s top 25  

brains of the crisis
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